
    Reading
 wRiting
  aRithmetic

By combining the 3 R's and the 4 C's:
1.
2.
3.

DMMSI has created a complete SOLU7ION
to help teachers, parents, and organizations
nationwide transition to remote learning. Our
goal is to to close the achievement gap and
undo the COVID slide.

4. Communication
5. Collaboration
6. Critical Thinking
7. Creativity



Students who returned to school during the Fall of 2021, are likely to retain only 70 percent of
this year’s gains in reading and less than 50 percent in math. These educational losses will likely
be most pronounced with students in earlier grades. The compounded effects of school closures
due to COVID-19 and the summer break could wreak havoc on students’ retention of learning. 

What�is�the�COVID�Slide?

Teachers have been put in the difficult position of having to teach grade-level curriculum, while
also making sure that students who are behind can catch up.

Find ways for their student to practice in an engaging self-paced way that's gamified
Find programs that encourage reading to keep minds active and engaged
Find programs that create a learning plan that are tailor-made to their student's individual
needs and learning style

To fight the COVID slide parents and teachers should:
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SOLU7ION�Reaches

Students�Through

Engagement
Gamification

Points & Prizes

We�Encourage

Students�To�Be:

Creative
Innovative
In Control of Their
Learning

Providing a way to transition to a Digital Classroom 
Serving as an extension of any After School Program
Providing a virtual arena for students to have extra
practice outside of the classroom

SOLU7ION is built on a Software As A Service (SAAS)
platform to meet the needs of students and the demands they
potentially face when continuing with their education or career
pursuits.

SOLU7ION serves as an add-on for schools or organization by:

SOLU7ION allows parents and students to take ownership of
their learning and academic success.
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Allows the portal to recommend books
based on students reading Lexile score.

Students have their own copies of
books and can use built-in literacy tools
to interact with the text to guide them
on their reading journey.

After completing an out of the box
book report of their choice, students
submit them for review and writing
mentoring. Students also earn points
to redeem for prizes.

Movie Pitch
Book/Movie Comparison
New Character Introduction
Interview With A Character

Our SAAS connects with a mobile and online Reading
Portal that includes a growing core library of over 5,800
authentic texts, with a personalized recommended reading
engine for each student based upon their individual
Lexile® level, grade level, and reading interests.

In addition to giving students the ability to explain,
interpret, and synthesize what they have read, we virtually
work with students and offer personalized tutoring to help
students improve their writing literacy through their book
report submissions. 

Out Of The Box Book Reports (Creative & Innovative)
Another Point Of View
Alternate Ending
Comic Strip
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The portal offers personalized and adaptive online practice.
SOLU7ION meets all students on their own level with an
improved experience on mobile devices, making it easier to
practice, either in-person or remotely.

We pinpoint knowledge gaps and determine where students
should spend practice time. Each learning road map is tailored
to help students improve and take ownership of their learning.

mathmath

ELAELA
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Providing access to engaging, innovative, 
incentivized learning is just the stepping stone in
closing the achievement gap and undoing the 
COVID slide. SOLU7ION believes that mentoring 
is the piece that has been missing in education.

In addition to unlimited email support, SOLU7ION
provides 1-on-1 zoom mentoring. Each month
students receive four 30-minute zoom mentoring
sessions. 

Whether students have limiting beliefs in themselves,
learning disabilities, or just need accountability,
SOLU7ION works to ensure students that they are
valuable and have the support / guidance they need
to reach their academic goals.
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12 Months SOLU7ION Access:
Book Report Submissions
Point Redemption Store
Reading Portal 
Practice Portal 

Unlimited Email Support
Four 30-Minute Mentoring Sessions Per Month
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